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1. INTRODUCTION
w xJ. Lepowsky and R. Wilson gave in LW a Lie-theoretic interpretation
of Rogers]Ramanujan identities in terms of representations of affine Lie
Ž .;algebra g s sl 2, C . The product sides of Rogers]Ramanujan identi-˜
ties follow from the principally specialized Weyl]Kac character formula,
the sum sides follow from the construction of bases parameterized by
partitions satisfying difference 2 conditions. Very roughly speaking, they
 Ž . 4start with a basis X j N j g Z of g and write a Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt˜ ´
spanning set
X j X j ??? X j ¤ N j F j F ??? F j - 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 s 0 1 2 s
of a level 3 standard g-module with a highest weight vector ¤ . This˜ 0
spanning set is reduced to a basis by using a vertex operator formula
roughly of the form
X i X j f 0,Ž . Ž .Ý
iqjsn
Ž .allowing them to erase from the spanning set monomials partitions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .containing terms X r X r fyÝ X i X j and likewise X ry1iq js2 r , i/ j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X r . What is left is a spanning set of vectors X j X j ??? X j ¤1 2 s 0
satisfying difference conditions j y j G 2, and it turns out that thispq1 p
spanning set is a basis.
The Lepowsky]Wilson approach is also possible for other affine Lie
 Ž .algebras, except that in general one starts with a basis X j N b g R,b
4j g Z consisting of ‘‘root vectors’’ of g. Then a Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt˜ ´
spanning set
X j X j ??? X j ¤ N b , b , . . . , b g R , j F j F ??? F j - 0Ž . Ž . Ž . 4b 1 b 2 b s 0 1 2 s 1 2 s1 2 s
of a standard g-module with a highest weight vector ¤ may be visualized˜ 0
as partitions j F j F ??? F j - 0 colored with ‘‘colors’’ b , b , . . . , b .1 2 s 1 2 s
Sometimes such a spanning set can be reduced to a basis parameterized by
colored partitions with colors in a set G ; R and satisfying difference
Ž .conditions j y j G E b , b ; various combinatorial consequencespq1 p p pq1
w xare illustrated by constructions given in Ma, Mi, C, MP2 .
w x Ž1.In P there is a construction of the basic A -module based on thel
w xFrenkel]Kac vertex operator formula given in FK . It was noted there
Ž .that the combinatorial difference conditions E b , b arising from thep pq1
vertex operator formula coincide with the energy function in the construc-
Ž1. w xtion by paths of the basic representation of A given in DJKMO1 .ly1
Surprisingly enough, such combinatorial connections also exist for other
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classical affine Lie algebras, i.e., Kac]Moody algebras of types BŽ1., C Ž1.,l l
and DŽ1..l
The main result may be described as follows: Let g be a simple classical
Lie algebra with a Cartan subalgebra h and the root space decomposition
w xg s h q Ýg . For each root a fix a root vector x g g so that x , xa a a a ya
k Ž .s ya a dual root of a . Let g s g q g q g be a Z-grading andy1 0 1
assume that h ; g . Then g is a reductive subalgebra and g and g0 0 1 y1
are commutative subalgebras and irreducible g -modules. Denote by G0
the set of weights of g -module g and assume that the maximal root a is˜0 1
w 2 xin G. From KMN 1 it follows that G carries a structure of a perfect
 4crystal with the energy function E: G = G “ 0, 1, 2 .
w y1 xAs usual we set g s g m C t, t q Cc q Cd, where c denotes the˜
canonical central element and d a degree operator of affine Lie algebra g.˜
Ž . i  Ž .For x g g and i g Z write x i s x m t . Since g s span x j N b g G,˜1 b
4 Ž .j g Z is a commutative Lie algebra, we may think of a product x n s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x j x j ??? x j , j - 0, as an element in S g ( U g andror as a˜ ˜b 1 b 2 b s r 1 11 2 s
Ž .colored partition with parts j of color b . For colored partitions x m andr r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x n we say that the colored partition x m x n contains x n . Define a
Ž .subset D in S g by˜1
D s x j x j N E a , b G 1, E b , a G 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4a b
j x j y 1 x j N E a , b s 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4a b
Ž .We shall say that a colored partition x n satisfies the difference condition
Ž .D if x n does not contain any colored partition from D, the set of all
Ž .such x n we denote by P .D
Ž .On the basic g-module L L define a ‘‘Weyl group translation’’˜ 0
operator
e s exp x 1 exp x y1 exp x 1 exp x 0 exp x 0 exp x 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a ya a ya a ya a
for each root a and set e s Ł e . Let ¤ be a highest weight vector ofa g G a 0
Ž .L L . Then we have the following:0
Ž .THEOREM. Let L L be a weight subspace of the basic g-module˜0 m
Ž .L L . Then there exists an integer m such that for any fixed m F m the set0 0 0
of ¤ectors
em x j x j ??? x j ¤ g L L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . mb 1 b 2 b s 0 01 2 s
x j x j ??? x j g P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .b 1 b 2 b s D1 2 s
Ž .is a basis of L L . Moreo¤er, for two choices of m , m F m the corre-0 m 1 2 0
sponding two bases are connected by a diagonal matrix with "1 entries.
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m Ž .It is easy to see that for a given m F m the condition e x n ¤ g0 0
Ž . Ž .L L implies that the length s of colored partition x n is fixed.0 m
X mX Ž X.Moreover, for m - m we get the set of basis elements e x n ¤ of0
Ž . Ž . Ž X.L L via the map x n ‹ x n which ‘‘adds a periodic tail’’ to partitions0 m
Ž . Ž Ž ..x n see 10.6 . This gives in the ‘‘limit m “ y‘’’ a combinatorial
Ž .correspondence with a parameterization by paths b , b , . . . b , . . . of1 2 s
bases of standard modules.
The proof of spanning result uses a generalization of Frenkel]Kac
Ž1. Ž w x.vertex operator formula for A see FK, LP21
exp x z s Ey ya , z exp yx z Eq ya , z e zycya k.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a ya a
By using this formula for level 1 and level 2 standard AŽ1.-modules we can1
eliminate from the Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt spanning set monomials con-´
Ž . kŽ .taining x j , a f G, j g Z, and a j , a g G, j g Z, but in turn wea
have to introduce the group element e. Moreover, the vertex operator
formula implies relations
x i x j s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý a a˜ ˜
iqjsn
which, as in the Rogers]Ramanujan case, enable us to erase from the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .spanning set monomials containing terms x r x r and x r y 1 x r .a a a a˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž .This gives a difference condition E a , a s 2. By the adjoint action of˜ ˜
Ž .U g we get more of such relations}the set D parameterizes the set of0
all relations we use to obtain the spanning set described in the theorem.
Ž Ž . .In fact, this is the way we introduce the set D in 4.11 . It may be
Ž .2interesting to note that the above relation x z s 0 is a defininga˜
Ž .relation for the vertex operator algebra L L viewed as a quotient of the0
Ž wuniversal vertex operator algebra of level 1 associated with g cf. FLM,˜
x.FZ .
The linear independence of the spanning set S described in them
Ž . Ž .theorem Theorem 5.3 follows from aS s dim L L . To do that onem 0 m
may count the number of colored partitions satisfying the difference
condition D and compare the result with some known character formula.
Ž . Ž . Ž .This is done by ‘‘decomposing’’ a colored partition x j x j ??? x jb 1 b 2 b s1 2 s
Ž .visualized as a colored Young diagram in two partitions, the first being a
colored partition in P having the same sequence of colors b , b , . . . b ,D 1 2 s
but the smallest possible number of boxes in its Young diagram, the
Ž .second being the ‘‘rest’’ of the boxes Proposition 4.5 . As already men-
tioned, the key point here is the surprising fact that the combinatorial
difference conditions arising from the vertex operator formula coincide
with the energy function of the perfect crystal corresponding to the
Ž .g -module g Theorem 4.9 .0 1
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w 2 xThe next step is to use a description DJKMO1]3, JMMO, KMN 1 of
characters of standard modules in terms of paths. First note that a
Z-grading g s g q g q g is determined by a minuscule weight v g hy1 0 1
Ž .which commutes with g . So we have a decomposition L L s [ V0 0 jjg Z
into eigenspaces V of v. Each V is a g -module, but may also be˜j j 0
described as a tensor product of some standard module and some bosonic
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fock space Lemma 10.2 . Moreover, x j x j ??? x j ¤ is in V andb 1 b 2 b s 0 s1 2 s
its combinatorial decomposition agrees with its parameters in the tensor
product. The key point here is another intriguing fact that the sequence
Ž .l ; j G 0 of highest weights l of g -modules V gives the ground state˜j j 0 j
Ž .path Theorem 10.5 .
Unfortunately, much of this is done by lengthy case-by-case calculations,
Ž .without a deeper insight of possible connections among the vertex
operator formula and the crystal base theory.
It should be noted that there are other works where the connections of
wbases and crystals were more or less suggested; see, for example, FS,
xHKOTY, KMPY and the references therein.
2. AFFINE LIE ALGEBRAS
Let g be a classical Lie algebra, h a Cartan subalgebra. R the corre-
Ž . Ž .sponding root system, and Q R and P R the root and the weight lattice
 4of R, respectively. Let a N i g I be a set of simple roots, usually we shalli
 4 ² :write I s 1, . . . , l , and let a denote the maximal root. Let , be a˜
² :symmetric invariant bilinear form such that a , a s 2, where we identify˜ ˜
U ² : k kh ( h via , . For a root a we denote by a a dual root, a s
² :2ar a , a . Let g s h q Ýg be a root space decomposition of g. Fora
 4 w x keach a g R choose x g g _ 0 so that x , x s ya . Let g sa a a ya
n q h q n be the triangular decomposition of g corresponding toy q
Ž k.our choice of simple roots. Fix a minuscule weight v g P R and set
G s a g R N v a s 1 , 4Ž .
g s h q g ,Ý0 a
Ž .v a s0
g s g .Ý"1 a
ag"G
Then g s g q g q g is a Z-grading, h ; g , and a is a weight of˜y1 0 1 0
g -module g . Moreover, all such decompositions are obtained by some0 1
minuscule weight v. Notice that g and g are irreducible g -modules.1 y1 0
w xLater on we shall set l s g , g . If rank g G 2, then l is either a0 0 0 0
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simple Lie algebra or a product of two simple Lie algebras}see the table
of Dynkin diagrams in Section 4. Let
w y1 xg s g m C t , t q Cc q Cd˜
Ž . iand write x i s x m t for x g g and i g Z. Then g is an affine Lie˜
algebra with
² :w xx i , y j s x , y i q j q id x , y c,Ž . Ž . Ž . iq j , 0
w Ž .x Ž .c being a central element and d, x i s ix i . Write
w y1 xg s g m C t , t q Cc q Cd ,˜0 0
w y1 xg s g m C t , t ,˜"1 "1
"1 w "1 xn s g m t C t q n ,˜ " "
h e s h q Cc q Cd,
s s h m t j q Cc,Ý
 4jgZ_ 0
s s Cv m t j q Cc.Ýv
 4jgZ_ 0
Note that g s g q g q g is a Z-grading. In particular g and g are˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜y1 0 1 1 y1
commutative subalgebras and g is a g -module. We also have a triangu-˜ ˜1 0
lar decomposition g s n q h e q n . Both s and s are infinite dimen-˜ ˜ ˜y q v
Ž .sional graded Heisenberg Lie algebras. Set s s s l n . For a reductive˜y y
subalgebra l s hX q Ý X g , where hX ; h and RX ; R, we seta g R a
ˆ y1 ˜ ˆw xl s l m C t , t q Cc, l s l q Cd.
In particular, for a g R we set
sl a s span x , x , a k ,Ž .  42 a ya
&
y1w xsl a s sl a m C t , t q Cc q Cd.Ž . Ž .2 2
U Ž e.U U Ž . Ž e.UIdentify h ; h by h N Cc q Cd s 0 and define d g h by
Ž . Ž . k kd d s 1, d N h q Cc s 0. Set a s d y a and a s c y a . Then˜ ˜0 0
  44  k  44a N i g I j 0 is a set of simple roots and a N i g I j 0 is a set ofi i
Ž w x.simple coroots of Kac]Moody Lie algebra g cf. K . Define fundamental˜
Ž e.U Ž k. Ž .weights L g h by L a s d , where i, j s 0, . . . , l and L d s 0.i i j i j i
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3. VERTEX OPERATOR FORMULA
Ž . Ž .Let L L be a standard i.e., integrable highest weight g-module of˜
Ž .level k s L c with a highest weight vector ¤ . For each root a g R we0
Ž .define on L L a ‘‘Weyl group translation’’ operator e bya
s s exp x 0 exp x 0 exp x 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a a ya a
s s exp x 1 exp x y1 exp x 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .dya ya a ya
e s s s .a dya a
Ž .Then on the standard g-module L L we have˜
e cey1 s c, 3.1Ž .a a
1
y1 k k k² :e de s d q a y a , a c, 3.2Ž .a a 2
y1 ² k :e he s h y a , h c, 3.3Ž .a a
e h j ey1 s h j for j / 0, 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
Ž k.g ay1 ke x j e s y1 x j y g a , 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a g a g
for h g h , g g R, and j g Z. These formulas are a consequence of the
Ž w x.adjoint action of the group element e on g cf. FK, K . The map˜a
a k‹ e extends from the dual root system Rk to a projective representa-a
Ž k. Žtion of the root lattice Q R and hence a better notation for e woulda
. k k kkbe e . Moreover, if we choose a basis a , . . . , a in R and denote bya 1 l
e the corresponding group elements, then each e can be written as ai a
Ž .monomial in e , . . . , e . On the basic g-module L L we can write˜1 l 0
explicit formulas in terms of structure constants:
e e s y1 if a g R ,a ya
w xe e s Ce if x , x s Cx , a , b , g are long roots,a b g a b g
2 w xe e s C e if x , x s Cx , a , b , g are short roots,a b g a b g
1
w xe e s Ce if x , x , x s Cx , a is short, b , g are long,a b g a a b g2
² k k:a , be e s y1 e e if a , b g R . 3.6Ž . Ž .a b b a
Note that it is enough to check these relations for group elements when
Ž .applied to a highest weight vector in L L .0
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&
Ž1.Ž .Let a g R. Then sl a is of the type A with the canonical central12
element cX
X ² : ² :c s x , yx c s 2cr a , a . 3.7Ž .a ya
Ž . Ž .Since the basic g-module L L is of level L c s 1, the restriction to˜ 0 0&
Ž . ² : Ž .sl a is of level 1 if a , a s 2 i.e., if a is a long root and of level 2 if2
² : Ž . Ž .a , a s 1 i.e., if a is a short root . Denote by x z a formal Laurenta
series
x z s x j z jŽ . Ž .Ýa a
jgZ
Ž Ž ..in an indeterminate z and with coefficients in End L L . We also define0
a formal Laurent series zyc
Xya k by
zyc
Xya k¤ s ¤ zyk
Xym Ža k . ,m m
X Ž X . ² : Ž .k s L c s 2r a , a , whenever ¤ g L L is a vector of h-weight m.0 m 0
Set
E" a , z s exp a k "i z " ir "i . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýž /
i)0
Ž .kXq1 Ž .Since x z s 0 the exponential exp x z is well defined, and wea a
Ž . Žhave a generalization of the Frenkel]Kac vertex operator formula cf.
w x w x.LP2, Theorem 5.6 or P, Theorem 6.4 :
exp x z s Ey ya , z exp yx z Eq ya , z e zyc
Xya k.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a ya a
Ž kIn the case when a is a long root and a ( a by our identification
U .h ( h the h-weight components of the vertex operator formula give a
Ž .family of relations on L L :
???
1 2x z s 0, 3.9Ž . Ž .a2
x z s Ey ya , z Eq ya , z e zy1ya , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
1 s yEy ya , z x z Eq ya , z e zy1ya ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ya a
1 2y q y1ya0 s E ya , z x z E ya , z e z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ya a2
???
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On the other hand, in the case when a is a short root the h-weight
Ž Ž ..components of the vertex operator formula cf. 3.3 give relations
???
1 3x z s 0,Ž .a6
1 k2 y q y2yax z s E ya , z E ya , z e z , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a2
x z s yEy ya , z x z Eq ya , z e zy2ya k, 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a ya a
???
Moreover, the coefficients of powers of z in each of the above formulas
Ž .2give a family of relations: in the case x z s 0 for a long root a wea
have
x i x j s 0 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý a a
iqjsm
Ž .on L L for each m g Z.0
Let us remark at this point that in the ADE case all roots are of equal
Ž . Ž .length and by 3.10 one knows the action of g on L L if one knows the˜ 0
action of Heisenberg subalgebra s and the projective representation
Ž . Ž . Ž .a ‹ e of Q R on L L . So we may search for a basis of L L of thea 0 0
form
e x¤ , b g Q R , x g U s , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .b 0
Ž w x.and this was done by I. Frenkel and V. Kac see FK, F . We could also
Ž .say that the vertex operator formula 3.10 enables us to eliminate opera-
Ž .  Ž .4tors x j from the spanning set x¤ N x g U g and obtain a basis of the˜a 0
Ž .form 3.14 .
Both in the case of higher level representations and in the case when
Ž . Ž .not all root lengths are equal we have relations like 3.11 and 3.12 which
Ž .m Ž .nonly relate powers x z and x z , m q n ) 1. Having in mind thea ya
Ž .symmetry of the basis of the form 3.14 one would hope to be able to
Ž .mconstruct explicitly an mth root of x z symmetric with respect toa
Ž .a l ya in order to obtain a ‘‘symmetric’’ basis of L L . This can be
done for level 2 standard AŽ1.-modules and level 1 standard BŽ1.-modules1 l
Ž .2 Ž w x.by constructing a ‘‘square root’’ of x z cf. LP1 , but I fail to see howa
this could be done for the basic representation for g of the type C Ž1.. So˜ l
instead we take a simple-minded approach of decomposing g s g q˜ ˜y1
g q g and, by using the Frenkel]Kac vertex operator formula, eliminate˜ ˜0 1
Ž . Ž .all elements x¤ g g q g U g ¤ from the spanning set x¤ , x g˜ ˜ ˜0 y1 0 0 0
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Ž .U g . Then, again by using the vertex operator formula, we reduce such a˜
spanning set to a basis. In doing so we lose a symmetry which the basis of
Ž .the form 3.14 has in the original vertex operator construction, but in
return we obtain a basis ‘‘symmetric’’ with respect to g and combinatori-˜0
Žally connected to a path construction of standard modules cf. DJKMO1]3,
2 x.JMMO, KMN 1]2 .
4. COLORED PARTITIONS, PATHS, AND CRYSTALS
An Order on Colored Partitions
 4Let G s b , . . . , b ; R be as in Section 2. We shall think of G as a1 n
set of colors. Set
˜ ˜G s x j N b g G , j g Z , G s x j N b g G , j g Z, j - 0 .Ž . Ž . 4  4b y b
These are bases of commutative Lie algebras g and g l n respec-˜ ˜ ˜1 1 y
Ž .tively. A monomial in S g of the form˜1
x n s x j ??? x jŽ . Ž . Ž .b 1 b s1 s
Ž . Žmay be regarded as a colored partition with parts x j , i s 1, . . . , s cf.b iiw x. Ž . Ž .A, MP2 . A part x j is of degree j and color weight b , the partitionb
Ž . < Ž . < Ž Ž ..x n itself is of degree x n s j q ??? qj , length l x n s s, and1 s
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..weight wt x n s b q ??? qb . We shall write x B s 1, l x B s 0.1 s
˜Denote by P and P the set of all colored partitions with parts in G andy
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .G respectively. Clearly these are bases of U g (S g and U g ln (˜ ˜ ˜ ˜y 1 1 1 y
Ž .S g l n respectively.˜ ˜1 y
ŽLet $ be a total order on G. Later on we shall take $ to be a
.restriction of an order on R; see Remark 1. Then we set
x i U x j if either i - j or i s j, b U g .Ž . Ž .b g
˜ Ž .This is a total order on G. For a colored partition x n g P as above wey
may assume that j F ??? F j - 0 and that j s j implies b U b ,1 s r rq1 r rq1
Ž . Ž .i.e., x j U x j . Sometimes we shall denote a colored partitionb r b rq1r rq1
Ž .x n as n ,
n s x j U x j U ??? U x j . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .b 1 b 2 b s1 2 s
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Ž .We may visualize x n by its Young diagram:
color b ??? ??? yj boxes1 1
b ??? ??? yj2 2
???
b ??? yjs s
Ž .For n as above we say that the partition sh n s j F j F ??? F j is the1 2 s
shape of n . We shall also say that the colored partition n is obtained by
Ž .coloring the partition j F j F ??? F j with the colors b , b , . . . , b .1 2 s 1 2 s
Ž . ŽFor two colored partitions m s a U a U ??? U a and n s b U1 2 r 1
.b U ??? U b we shall write2 s
m $ n
if m / n and if one of the following statements holds:
Ž . Ž . Ž .OR1 l m ) l n ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < < <OR2 l m s l n , m - n ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < < <OR3 l m s l n , m s n , and
< < < < < < < < < < < <a s b , . . . , a s b , a - bs s iq1 iq1 i i
for some s G i G 1,
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < < < < < < <OR4 l m s l n , m s n , a s b for all i s 1, . . . , s andi i
wt a s wt b , . . . , wt a s wt b , wt a $ wt bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s s iq1 iq1 i i
for some s G i G 1.
Clearly U is a total order on P.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We should visualize x m $ x n as x n being ‘‘better’’ than x m
Ž . Ž . Žsince it is ‘‘closer’’ to 1 in the filtration U g ; U g ; ??? the condition˜ ˜0 1
Ž ..OR1 , or that in a highest weight g-module with a highest weight vector˜
Ž . Ž .¤ the degree of vector x n ¤ is larger than the degree of x m ¤ , hence0 0 0
Ž . Ž ..x n ¤ is ‘‘closer’’ to ¤ the condition OR2 . To ensure a ‘‘good’’0 0
behavior of order U with respect to adjoint action of g on g we first˜0 1
Ž Ž ..impose the reverse lexicographical order on degrees the condition OR3
Žand after that the reverse lexicographical order on colors the condition
Ž ..OR4 .
Ž . Ž .If we denote by P Z the set of all partitions j F j F ??? F j , s G 0,1 2 s
Ž . Ž .j , . . . , j g Z, then the conditions OR1 ] OR3 define a total order on1 s
Ž .P Z . Clearly m $ n implies sh m U sh n and sh m $ sh n implies m $ n .
Ž w x.We also have cf. P, Sect. 3; MP1 :
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Ž .LEMMA 1. The relation U is a re¤erse well order on P . The elementy
Ž .x B s 1 is the largest element in P .y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. Let x m , x n , x k g P. Then x m U x n implies
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x m x k U x n x k .
Energy Function and Paths Associated with Difference Conditions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If x n and x m are colored partitions, then x n x m is a colored
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .partition as well. We shall say that x n x m contains x n since x n x m
Ž ..‘‘contains’’ all parts of x n . If D ; P is a subset, theny
D P s x m x n N x m g D , x n g P 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
is an ideal of all partitions which contain some partition from D. Set
P s P _ D P ; 4.2Ž .D y y
i.e., P is the set of all partitions in P which do not contain anyD y
Ž .partition from D. We shall also say that x n g P satisfies the differ-D
ence condition D. For s G 0 we denote by P Ž s. the set of all colored
partitions of length s, and likewise P Ž s. s P l P Ž s.. SetD D
< <D s x i x j N a , b g G , i , j - 0, i y j F 1 .Ž . Ž . 42 a b
Ž .Then P is the set of all partitions n s a U a U ??? U a , s G 0, suchD 1 2 s2
that
< < < <a F y2 q a , r s 1, . . . , s y 1,r rq1
Ž .and instead of saying that n satisfies the difference condition D one2
Ž w x.could say that n satisfies the difference 2 condition cf. A . In what
Ž .follows we assume that D ; D and this should justify our terminology .2
We shall also assume that D ; D satisfies the following three conditions:2
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4D1 x i x j g D implies x i q r x j q r g P N r g Z ; D,a b a b y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D2 x j y 1 x j g D and a U b implies x j x j g D,a b a b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž .D3 x i U x j U x k , i y k F 1, and x i x k g D impliesa b g a g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that x i x j g D or x j x k g D.a b b g
Clearly we have:
Ž .LEMMA 3. Assume that the condition D3 holds for D ; D . Then2
Ž . Ž . Ž .x n g P is in P if and only if x j x j g P for all r s 1, . . . ,y D b r b rq1 Dr rq1
s y 1.
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 4Define a function E : G = G “ 0, 1, 2 byD
 4min r g 0, 1, 2 N x y1 y r x y1 f D if a U b ,Ž . Ž . 4a b
E a , b sŽ .D ½  4min r g 1, 2 N x y1 y r x y1 f D if a % b .Ž . Ž . 4a b
EDŽ .
We shall say that E is the energy function of D. Clearly we have:D
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4. Assume that the conditions D1 and D2 hold for D ; D .2
Then
< <x i U x j g P if and only if i y j G E a , b . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a b D D
Ž . Ž . Ž .In other words, if D1 , D2 , and D3 hold for D ; D , then the energy2
function measures the ‘‘jumps’’ in number of boxes of adjacent parts which
Ž .are necessary for a partition Young diagram to be in P .D
 4 Ž .It is clear that any function E: G = G “ 0, 1, 2 such that E a , b G 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a % b defines by 4.3 a subset D s D ; D such that D1 and D2E 2
Ž . Ž .hold. Moreover we have that E s E . Condition D3 reads E a , g FD
Ž . Ž .E a , b q E b , g .
Ž . Ž .From now on we assume that D ; D satisfies the conditions D1 , D2 ,2
Ž .and D3 .
For s G 0 denote by
PathsŽ s. s b , b , . . . , b N b , . . . , b g G s G s , 4Ž .1 2 s 1 s
Žthe elements of which we call paths of length s. The set of all paths i.e.,
. Ž s.finite sequences of colors we denote by Paths s D Paths . With eachsG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .x n g P of the form 4.1 we associate a path b , . . . , b of length sD 1 s
Ž .which we denote by path x n . Hence we have a map
path: P “ PathsD
Ž .which is clearly surjective since we assume D ; D . We define the right2
inverse part of this mapD
part : Paths “ P , part p s max pathy1 p .Ž .D D D
Ž . Ž .For a given path p s b , . . . , b , b we can determine part p by1 sy1 s D
choosing one-by-one maximal partitions of length 2 in P starting fromD
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the bottom of Young diagram:
yi s 1,s
y i s 1 q E b , b ,Ž .sy1 D sy1 s
y i s 1 q E b , b q E b , b ,Ž . Ž .sy2 D sy1 s D sy2 sy1
??? 4.4Ž .
sy1
yi s 1 q E b , b ,Ž .Ýk D r rq1
rsk
???
Ž . y1Ž .Moreover, we see that x m s part p is the unique partition in path pD
of maximal degree. We can also write a formula for the degree of
Ž .part p in terms of energy function E by counting the number of boxesD D
in columns of the Young diagram: Since i s y1, in the first column wes
Ž . Ž .have s boxes. Part x i has 1 q E b , b s yi boxes, so aboveb sy1 D sy1 s ssy 1
Ž .it there is E b , b new columns with s y 1 boxes, and so on. HenceD sy1 s
sy1
part b , . . . , b s y s q jE b , b . 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝD 1 s D j jq1ž /js1
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .Let m s x i U x i U ??? U x i and n s x j U x j Ub 1 b 2 b s b 1 b 21 2 s 1 2
Ž .. Ž . Ž .??? U x j , and assume that x m s part path x n . Thenb s Ds
j s y1 q m , m F 0,s s s
j s j y E b , b q m , m F 0,Ž .sy1 s D sy1 s sy1 sy1
??? ???
j s j y E b , b q m , m F 0,Ž .k kq1 D k kq1 k k
??? ???
Hence j s i q n , where n s m q ??? qm q m , i.e., the degreesk k k k k sy1 s
Ž . Ž .of parts of x m and x n differ by a partition
D x n s n F n F ??? F n F 0 ,Ž . Ž .D 1 2 s
D x n s n q n q ??? qn .Ž .D 1 2 s
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is clear that path x n and D x n completely determine x n . If weD
Ž s.Ž . Ždenote by P Z the set of all partitions of the form n F n F ??? FF 0 1 2
.n , n , . . . , n g Z , then our construction gives the following:s 1 s F 0
Ž s. Ž s. Ž s.Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 5. The map P “ Paths = P Z , x n ‹D F 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..path x n , D x n , is a bijection. Moreo¤er, we ha¤eD
x n s part path x n q D x n . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D
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Ž .Ž .Let p s b b ??? b b b ??? b ??? be an infinite periodic se-1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž .quence in G and let us call the path b b ??? b a period of p. For1 2 n
s s qn q r, where q G 0 and n ) r G 0, set
pŽ s. s b b ??? b b ??? b ??? b ??? b g PathsŽ s. .Ž . Ž .ny rq1 nyrq2 n 1 n 1 n
Ž Ž s.. Ž s.We shall say that p is a vacuum path of D if part p s max P forD D
Ž . Ž s.all s G 0. In particular for a vacuum path p and x n g P we haveD
Ž s.part p G x n . 4.7Ž . Ž .D
X Ž X X .Ž X X .X XIf p s b ??? b b ??? b ??? is another vacuum path of D, then1 n 1 n
part pŽ1. s part pXŽ1. implies b s b XX . But then part pŽ2. s part pXŽ2.D D n n D D
implies b s b XX . If we proceed this way to s s nnX, part pŽ s. sny1 n y1 D
part pXŽ s. implies b s b X , and use the periodicity, we get p s pX. So if aD 1 1
¤acuum path of D exists, it must be unique. By essentially the same
argument we see that if the vacuum path exists, then for its period
Ž .b ??? b we have that b s max G and that b is determined by b :1 n n ky1 k
x i U x y1Ž . Ž .Ž .b bky 1 k
s max x n g P N n s x p U x q , b s b .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .D a b k
We will assume that the ¤acuum path of D exists and we denote it by
Ž 0 0 .p s b , b , . . . .D 1 2
Ž . Ž s. < < Ž .For p s b , . . . , b g Path define the degree p and weight wt p1 s
of p by
< < < < < Ž s. <p s part p y part pD D D
sy1
0 0s y j E b , b y E b , b , 4.8Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /D j jq1 D j jq1
js1
wt p s b q ??? qb y b 0 q ??? qb 0 . 4.9Ž . Ž .Ž .1 s 1 s
Ž . < < < < Ž .Clearly 4.7 implies p F 0, the formula for p follows from 4.5 . It is
Ž . Ž s. Ž .also clear that for x n g P formula 4.6 can be written asD
Ž s.< <x n s part p q path x n q D x n . 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D D
Difference Conditions Associated with Leading Terms of Relations
Ž .Recall that g acts on g by adjoint action, so S g is a g -module. For˜ ˜0 1 1 0
Ž . Ž .i, j g Z, the element x i x j generates an irreducible finite dimen-a a˜ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .sional g -module U g x i x j with the highest weight 2a .˜0 0 a a˜ ˜
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Ž .  4 Ž .For a vector ¤ g S g _ 0 we define the leading term l t ¤ as the˜1
smallest basis element in P which appears nontrivially in the expansion of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ , i.e., if ¤ s l x n q ??? ql x n , l / 0 and x n $ x n for all1 1 r r 1 1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .i s 2, . . . , r, then l t ¤ s x n . For a subspace V ; S g we set˜1 1
 4l t V s l t ¤ N ¤ g V _ 0 . 4Ž . Ž .
From now on we will take the set D to be
D s l t U g x i x j . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D 0 a a˜ ˜
jy1FiFj-0
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Clearly D ; D and a l t U g x i x j s dim U g x i x j .2 0 a a 0 a a˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Remark 1. Note that D depends on a choice of total order U on G.
Our spanning result in Section 5 does not need any further assumption on
U and does not depend on results in the rest of this section. However, to
Žprove that the obtained spanning set is linearly independent see Section
.10 we use the description of characters of standard modules in terms of
paths and for this reason we need some additional assumptions on order
Ž Ž .U on G. In Sections 6]9 we choose a particular order on G see 6.4 ,
Ž . Ž ..7.4 , . . . , 9.4 , and in this section we state some properties so that the2
chosen order satisfies Lemma 7, Theorem 9, Proposition 10, and Lemma
11. Note that these results depend on both the set D and the order U
Ž .because the definitions of E and p depend on both D and U .D D
Ž .However, our main result Theorem 5.3 depends only on the set D, and it
will hold if we choose the order U on G to be a restriction of some total
order U on the root system R such that a # 0 for all simple roots andi
Ž .that a U b implies a q g U b q g for any g cf. Remark 8.1 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6. D satisfies the conditions D1 and D2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The map x i x j ‹ x i q r x j q r defines an isomor-a b a b
Ž .phism of g -modules and ordered sets, so D1 is clear. For j - 0 define0
Ž . Ž .two maps from S g into S g by˜1 1
1xy ‹ x j y j , xy ‹ x j y 1 y j q y j y 1 x j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .This gives us a g -module isomorphism w from U g x i x i to0 0 a a˜ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U g x i y 1 x i . Let a U b. Then x j x j f D means that for0 a a a b˜ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .every ¤ g U g x j x j for which its expansion in basis elements from0 a a˜ ˜
Ž2. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P contains nontrivially x j x j there is also some x j x j whichy a b g d
Ž . Ž .appears nontrivially in the expansion of ¤ , where g U d and x j x j $g d
Ž . Ž . Ž .x j x j . But then the expansion of w ¤ contains nontrivially botha b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žx j y 1 x j and x j y 1 x j , and, since x j y 1 x j $ x j yg d a b g d a
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. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .1 x j , we have x j y 1 x j / l t w ¤ . Hence x j y 1 x j f D;b a b a b
Ž .i.e., D2 holds.
Ž .Since D1 holds, later on we shall list elements in D by listing the
colors
X X
??? a , a ??? a , a
X X
??? b , b ??? b , b , . . .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X X X Xif x j x j , x j x j , and x j y 1 x j , x j y 1 x j , . . . are ina b a b a b a b
D. After we determine the set D explicitly we shall check case by case that
Ž .D3 holds:
Ž .LEMMA 7. D satisfies the condition D3 .
Perfect Crystals Associated with Decompositions g s g q g q gy1 0 1
We have introduced the notions of paths and energy function related to
D to apply the description of characters of standard modules due to S.-J.
Kang, M. Kashiwara, K. C. Misra, T. Miwa, T. Nakashima, and A.
w 2 xNakayashiki. Here we recall some definitions and results from KMN 1
which we shall use in this paper.
Let l be a simple Lie algebra, h ; l a Cartan subalgebra, R a root0 0 0 0
Ž .system of l , h , and P a weight lattice. Let I be a set, 0 g I, such that0 0 0
  44 Ža N i g I _ 0 is a basis of R and that a is the minimal root. Herei 0 0
.our notation differs a bit from the one in Section 2. By Definition 2.2.3 in
2 ˜w xKMN 1 , a crystal B, or I-crystal B, is a set B with the maps e , f :i˜ i
 4  4B " 0 “ B " 0 , i g I, such that:
˜Ž .i e 0 s f 0 s 0,i˜ i
n n˜Ž .ii for any b g B and i g I there is n ) 0 such that e b s f b s 0,i˜ i
X X ˜ XŽ .iii for b, b g B and i g I, b s f b if and only if b s e b .˜i i
Ž .A crystal may be regarded as an oriented and colored by I graph by
defining arrows
i X X ˜b “ b if and only if b s f b.i
Ž .  n 4 Ž . For b g B set « b s max n G 0 N e b g B and w b s max n G 0 N˜i i i
n˜ 24 Ž . Ž . w xf b g B . By Definition 2.2.5 and 2.1.1 ] 2.1.6 . in KMN 1 , a weightedi
crystal B, or P -weighted crystal B, is a crystal with the weight decomposi-0
˜ 4  4tion B s " B such that e B ; B " 0 , f B ; B " 0 , and˜l i l lqa i l lyalg P i i0
wt b a k s w b y « b , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i
Ž .where wt b s l if b g B .l
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w xIn the case when l s g , g is simple the set B s G of weights of0 0 0
irreducible l -module g is a weighted crystal with0 1
g q a if g q a g G ,i ie g si˜ ½ 0 otherwise,
g y a if g y a g G ,i if˜ g si ½ 0 otherwise.
Since aB s 1, we may identify B with a basis of g . We shall also denotel 1
Ž .B s G by B l , where l is the maximal weight of irreducible l -module0
g .1
In the case when g is of the type A , l G 3, we may have a decomposi-l
w xtion g s g q g q g such that l s g , g is not simple, but ay1 0 1 0 0 0
product of two simple Lie algebras lX and lY. In this case the irreducible
l -module g may be identified with a product V X m V Y of irreducible0 1
modules for lX and lY respectively. We shall identify G with a product
G
X = GY in such a way that the identification of G with a basis of
l -module g corresponds to identifications of GX and GY with bases of0 1
X X Y Y Ž . Xl -module V and l -module V respectively see Section 6 . Then G and
G
Y are weighted crystals with respect to lX and lY, and in this case we
Ž X . Ž Y . X Ydenote B s G by B l = B l , where l and l are the highest weights
of lX-module V X and lY-module V Y respectively.
We may visualize all decompositions g s g q g q g and the corre-y1 0 1
sponding crystals G by a table of Dynkin diagrams: On a Dynkin diagram
of g denote by a black dot a simple root which determines the minuscule
Ž .weight v and the corresponding decomposition g s g q g q g . They1 0 1
Dynkin diagram of l is obtained by omitting the black dot; write a0
fundamental weight l of l over the circle representing the corresponding0
simple root of R .0
v
vCase A , l s 1l
v l
v ‘ ‘ ‘ Ž .l G 2 } } ??? } } G s B l , level 1
X Y
l v l X Y
‘ ‘ v ‘ ‘ Ž . Ž .l G 3 ??? } } ??? G s B l = B l , level 1
1 ry1 rq1 l
v l
v ‘ ‘ ‘ Ž .Case B , l G 3 } } ??? } « G s B l , level 1l
l v
‘ ‘ ‘ v Ž .Case C , l G 2 } } ??? } ¥ G s B 2l , level 2l
Case D , l G 4l
‘
v l
v ‘ ‘ ‘ Ž .Case 1 } } ??? } } G s B l , level 1
‘
l v
‘ ‘ ‘ v Ž .Case 2 } } ??? } } G s B l , level 1
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It turns out that in each of the above cases the P -weighted crystal G0
˜ Žcarries a structure of a perfect crystal for l see Definition 4.6.1 in0
w 2 x.KMN 1 .
Let us first note that G is a classical crystal, that is, a P -weightedcl
˜ 2Ž w x.crystal for the affine Lie algebra l see Subsect. 3.3. in KMN 1 : Denote0
X ˜by L , i g I, the fundamental weights of affine Lie algebra l , wherei 0
˜ 4indices I _ 0 correspond to simple roots of l ; l , and index 0 to a0 0
X ˜ X Xsimple root a of l such that a N h s a . Consider L as linear0 0 0 0 0 i
X X ˜functionals on h q Cc , where c is the canonical central element of l .0 0
Then
P s ZLX .Ýcl i
igI
If B is a finite P -weighted crystal, then for any weight l of B we havecl
Ž X. Ž w 2 x.l c s 0 Subsect. 4.5 in KMN 1 . Because of this the restriction
U
P “ P ; hŽ .cl 0 0
defines in a natural way a structure of P -weighted crystal on a crystal0
Ž .oriented colored graph B. Conversely, if B is a P -weighted crystal, then0
each weight l of B can be extended to a linear functional on h q CcX by0
Ž X.setting l c s 0. This then defines in a natural way a structure of
Ž .P -weighted crystal on a crystal oriented colored graph B. Hence for ourcl
purposes we may identify finite P -weighted crystals with finite P -weightedcl 0
crystals.
w 2 xBy Definition 4.6.1 in KMN 1 a classical crystal B is a perfect crystal if
Ž . Ž .conditions 4.6.1 ] 4.6.5 are satisfied. All these conditions are formulated
in terms of data encoded in the definition of P -weighted crystal. Notecl
Žthat the weights of P -weighted crystal are determined by the crystal i.e.,cl
.oriented colored graph itself. Since the weight multiplicities of l -module0
g are 1, it follows that the crystal G is a P -weighted crystal. By the above1 0
remark, G is a perfect crystal if the corresponding oriented colored graph
is an oriented colored graph of a perfect crystal. This is checked case by
case by comparing oriented colored graphs G listed in Sections 6]9 with
w 2 xperfect crystals in KMN 1]2 :
˜ Ž1. Ž1.Note that in all cases when l is simple l is of the type A , B , or0 0 n n
Ž1. w 2 xD . The table in KMN 1 of level 1 perfect crystals gives explicitly then
oriented colored graphs which coincide with the ones given for G in
Sections 6, 7, and 9 .1
So what is left to check is the cases listed in Sections 8 and 9 . In both2
˜ Ž1. w xcases l is of the type A . By Theorem 3.4.2 in KN the crystal graph0 ly1
Ž . Ž . Ž .B 2L of the corresponding U A -module V 2L is1 q ly1 1
B 2L s j m i 1 F i F j F l ; B L m B L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 1 1
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˜with the actions of e and f , i s 1, . . . , l y 1, inherited from the action oni˜ i
the tensor product. The map
i* G “ B 2L , ij ‹ j m i , 1 F i F j F l ,Ž . Ž .1
 4defines an isomorphism of oriented 1, . . . , l y 1 -colored graphs, where G
 4is the oriented 0, . . . , l y 1 -colored graph described in Section 8 and
U Ž .  4i G denotes the corresponding oriented 1, . . . , l y 1 -colored graph
w 2 xwith 0-arrows erased. By Proposition 1.2.1 and Theorem 1.2.2 in KMN 2
1, 2 U Ž 1, 2 . Ž .there is a perfect crystal B of level 2 such that i B s B 2L . Now1
note that both B1, 2 and G are P -weighted crystals and that the set of0
i-arrows, i s 1, . . . , l y 1, completely determine their weights. Since in
Ž .Ž k.this case the weight multiplicities are 1, by knowing the values wt b a0
we can reconstruct uniquely the 0-arrows. Hence G ( B1, 2.
In the case of G in Section 9 we start with2
B L s i m j 1 F i - j F l ; B L m B L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 42 1 1
w xin the notation of KN , and see that the map
i* G “ B L , ij ‹ i m j , 1 F i - j F l ,Ž . Ž .2
 4defines an isomorphism of oriented 1, . . . , l y 1 -colored graphs. Arguing
2, 1 w 2 xas before we see that G ( B in the notation of KMN 2 .
Energy Function and Paths Associated with Perfect Crystals
 X <Let B be a weighted crystal for simple l and let B m B s b m b0
X 4  4b, b g B " 0 . We understand b m 0 s 0 m b s 0. Set
e b m b if w b G « b ,Ž . Ž .i˜ 1 2 i 1 i 2e b m b sŽ .i˜ 1 2 ½ b m e b if w b - « b ,Ž . Ž .˜1 i 2 i 1 i 2
f˜ b m b if w b ) « b ,Ž . Ž .i 1 2 i 1 i 2f˜ b m b sŽ .i 1 2 ½ ˜b m f b if w b F « b .Ž . Ž .1 i 2 i 1 i 2
A function H: B m B “ Z is called an energy function of B if for any
X Ž X.i g I and b m b such that e b m b / 0 we havei˜
H e b m bX s H b m bX if i / 0 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i˜
s H b m bX q 1 if i s 0 and w b G « bXŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
4.14Ž .
s H b m bX y 1 if i s 0 and w b - « bX .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
4.15Ž .
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w 2 xIt is proved in KMN 1 that in the cases we consider energy functions
exist. For a given crystal B one can calculate the energy function directly
from the definition, but it helps to visualize the crystal B m B as a graph
Ž w x. Ž .see KN, Example 1.1.7 . The energy function for a quantum affine Lie
w xalgebra is determined in KKM as the maximum of certain linear func-
tions, but in Sections 6]9 it will be more convenient to compare E withD
w x w xH as given in DJKMO1]3 and JMMO .
Let l s lX q lY be a sum of two simple Lie algebras, BX and BY crystals0
for lX and lY, and H X and HY energy functions. We say that H s H X q HY
is an energy function of B s BX = BY, where
H aX , aY m bX , bY s H X aX , bX q HY aY , bY .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
In some cases we have a formula for H in terms of the function u :
 4Z “ 0, 1 ,
1 if r G 0,
u r s 4.16Ž . Ž .½ 0 if r - 0.
˜ Ž .Assume that l is simple. Then G is a perfect crystal for l of level k .0 0
In particular, the crystal G m G is connected and the energy function H is
unique up to an additive constant. Set
« b s « b LX , w b s w b LX .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Because of 4.12 we have that wt b s w b y « b N h . Note that0
X ˜c s kc is the canonical central element of l ; g , where the level k s 1˜0
in all cases except for g of the type C when k s 2. As a part of thel
Ž .Ž X.definition of perfect crystal of level k we have that « b c G k and that
the maps « and w from
B s b N « b cX s k to Pq s LX g Z LX N LX cX s k 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  4Ýk 0 G 0 ik
are bijective. Set
s s « (wy1 : Pq “ PqŽ . Ž .0 0k k
X Ž q.and for L g P define an infinite path0 k
p X s p X 1 , p X 2 , . . . , p X i s wy1 s iy1LX , i s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L L L L
4.17Ž .
w 2XThen p is the ground state path and the general result KMN 1,L
x Ž .Proposition 4.6.4 in the case B l s G gives the following:
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w 2 x Ž Ž . .THEOREM 8 KMN 1 . The set of sequences p s p j ; j G 1 in G such
˜Ž . Ž .Xthat p j s p j for j 4 0 parameterizes a basis of the standard l -moduleL 0
Ž X. Ž .L L , where the weight and the degree of a sequence i.e., a basis ¤ector is
gi¤en by
‘
< < X Xp s y j H p j q 1 m p j y H p j q 1 m p j , 4.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý L L
js1
‘
X
Xwt p s L N h q wt p j y wt p j . 4.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 L
js1
w 2 xRemark 2. We were slightly imprecise above: In KMN 1 it is assumed
Žthat the rank of l is greater than 1. However, in our case cf. the table of0
.Dynkin diagrams the character formula still holds due to results in
w x w x Ž1.DJMKO2 and JMMO for higher level A -standard modules; see alsol
w xDJMKO3 for level 1 standard modules of classical affine Lie algebras.
In the case when l s lX = lY is a product of two simple Lie algebras, we0
˜ X YŽ . Ž .shall consider irreducible representations of l of the form L L m L L ,0
X Y X˜ Y˜Ž . Ž .where L L and L L are standard modules for l and l respectively
Ž Ž .. X Y X Ysee Lemma 10.2 and 10.13 . Since G s G = G and both G and G are
perfect crystals of level 1, we shall be able to apply Theorem 8 and in each
Ž X . Ž Y . X Yfactor of L L m L L parameterize bases by paths: If p and p areL L
ground state paths,
p X s b X , b X , . . . , b X g GX ,Ž .L 1 2 i
p Y s b Y , b Y , . . . , b Y g G ,Ž .L 1 2 i
we set
p X = p Y s b , b , . . . , b s b X , b Y g GX = GY ( G ,Ž . Ž .L L 1 2 i i i
and we call it the ground state path. In the same way for two paths pX and
pY we define p s pX = pY, and we set
< < < X < < Y < X Yp s p q p , wt p s wt p q wt p . 4.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
With these modifications in notation Theorem 8 gives a parameterization
˜ X YŽ . Ž .of a basis of l -module L L m L L .0
A Connection Between Paths Associated with Difference Conditions and Paths
Associated with Perfect Crystals
Ž .Recall that D is defined by 4.11 for every decomposition g s g qy1
Ž .g q g , and the corresponding energy function E is defined by ED .0 1 D
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Ž .We shall determine D and E explicitly for all cases see Sections 6]9 .D
Ž .Moreover, we shall prove case by case the following:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 9. H a m b s E b, a is an energy function of the crystalD
B s G.
Let LX be a restriction of the fundamental weight L of g to a Cartan˜0
˜ X X Xsubalgebra of l . In the case of type C we have c s 2c and L s 2L ; in0 l 0
X X X Ž X X Y X Y .all other cases c s c and L s L or L s L = L when l s l = l .0 0 0 0
With this notation we have:
Ž .X X YPROPOSITION 10. The ground state path p or p = p is a ¤acuumL L L0 0
path p .D
Proof. We consider the case when l is simple and LX s LX . First0 0
notice that for any lX s s iLX the ground state path p X is periodic, and for0 l
different lX s s iLX and lY s s jLX periods of p X and p Y are shifted0 0 l l
Ž .relative to each other. So for each s large enough the ‘‘periodic part’’ of
p XŽ s. will coincide with the ‘‘periodic part’’ of p X for lX s sysLX . Since inL l 00
Ž . < < X4.18 we have p F 0 for all paths p which coincide with p for all butl
finite number of terms, we have
N N
X Xy jH p j q 1 m p j G y jH p j q 1 m p jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýl l
js1 js1
for N 4 0. Since by Theorem 9 the energy functions H and E coincide,D
Ž .formula 4.5 gives
Ž s.< <Xpart p G part b , . . . , bŽ .D L D 1 s0
Ž . Ž .for any path b , . . . , b , s G 0. Then by 4.61 s
Ž s. Ž s.< <Xpart p G x n , x n g P . 4.21Ž . Ž . Ž .D L D0
Ž r . Ž r . Ž .XIn order to prove that part p s max P we first notice that 4.21D L D0
implies that the degree of part p XŽ r . is the largest possible. Moreover,D L 0
Ž . Ž .since 4.21 holds for s s 1, . . . , r and any colored partition , we see that
Ž Ž ..the shape compared by the condition OR3 is the largest possible.
Ž r . Ž .XNotice that the shape of part p is given by 4.4 . Hence it remains toD L 0
Žsee that the coloring of the given shape is the largest possible the
Ž ..condition OR4 . This will be done case by case.
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The last statement that will be checked case by case is the following:
Ž .LEMMA 11. Let b , . . . , b be the shortest period of the ground state1 s
path p . Set e s e ??? e , e s Ł e . ThenD 0 b b b g G bs 1
Ž .i all roots b , . . . , b are long roots,1 s
Ž . p  4ii e s « e for some « g "1 and p G 1, and0
b ks p b q ??? qb ,Ž .Ý 1 s
bgG
1 2Ž t s. t 2Ž . < < Ž . 5 5iii part p s deg e ¤ s y t b q ??? qb for t G 1,D D 0 0 1 s2
wt part pŽ t s. s h-weight of et ¤ s t b q ??? qb for t G 1,Ž .Ž .D D 0 0 1 s
Ž . Ž Ž t s.. t  4iv part p ¤ s « e ¤ for t G 1, where « g "1 .D D 0 0 0
Ž .Remark 3. In Sections 6]9 we shall see case by case that Lemmas 7
and 11, Theorem 9, and Proposition 10 hold.
5. THE SPANNING SET
Let g s g q g q g be a Z-grading of g , h ; g , g s Ý g ,y1 0 1 0 1 a g G a
Ž Ž ..a g G, e s Ł e a product in some fixed order cf. 3.6 , and ¤ a˜ a g G a 0
Ž .highest weight vector of the basic g-module L L .˜ 0
Ž . ² : Ž .LEMMA 1. L L s e ; a g G U g ¤ .˜0 a 1 0
Proof. First notice that the Lie algebra g is generated by g j g . In1 y1
k w xparticular span G s h. Similarly g , g is generated by g j g , so we˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1 y1
have
L L s span x ??? x ¤ N s G 0, x g g j g .Ž .  4˜ ˜0 1 s 0 i 1 y1
Ž . Ž .By using the vertex operator formula 3.10 or 3.12 we may replace each
 Ž .4x g g by a product of elements from e N a g yG j s j g . Since˜ ˜i y1 a 1
both group elements e and Lie algebra elements from the Heisenberga
subalgebra s normalize g , we get˜1
² :L L s e ; a g G U g U s ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .˜0 a 1 y 0
Ž . yŽ .Now notice that U s is generated by the coefficients of E ya , zy
Ž Ž .. k k. Ž .defined by 3.8 for a g G . So each element in U s ¤ may bey 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..replaced by using the vertex operator formula 3.10 or 3.11 by elements
² : Ž .in e ; a g G U g ¤ .˜a 1 0
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Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let L L be a weight subspace of L L . Then there0 m 0
exists an integer m such that for any fixed m F m the set of ¤ectors0 0
em x j ??? x j ¤ g L L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . mb 1 b s 0 01 s
Ž .where s G 0, b , . . . , b g G, j , . . . , j g Z, is a spanning set of L L . In1 s 1 s 0 m
particular
² :L L s e U g ¤ .Ž . Ž .˜0 1 0
Ž .Proof. Since dim L L - ‘, by Lemma 1 we may choose a finite0 m
spanning set of vectors of the form
m
pae e x j ??? x j ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ł Ła a b 1 b r 0ž / 1 r
agG agG
Ž .r G 0, x j g g , m fixed for all vectors. Clearly there exist m such that˜b i 1 0i
if we choose m F m , then all p G 0 for all vectors. Since e normalize0 a a
Ž Ž ..g cf. 3.5 , we have a spanning set of vectors of the form˜1
em x jX ??? x jX e pa ¤ .Ž . Ž . Łb 1 b r a 01 r
agG
Now in a finite number of steps we replace each e ¤ by an element ina 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .U g ¤ by using the vertex operator formula 3.10 or 3.11 for coeffi-˜1 0
y1 y2cients of z or z respectively.
As in the previous section, we think of the products of the form
x n s x j ??? x j g U g l nŽ . Ž . Ž . ˜ ˜Ž .b 1 b s 1 y1 s
as colored partitions. Let # be a restriction on G of a total order # on
R such that a # 0 for all simple roots and that a # b implies a q g #i
Ž .b q g for all roots g see Remarks 4.1 and 8.1 . The set D defined by
Ž . Ž .4.11 is the set of leading terms of relations generated by 3.9 , and
Ž .x n g P contains no partition from D.D
Ž .THEOREM 3. Let L L be a weight subspace of the basic g-module˜0 m
Ž .L L . Then there exists an integer m such that for any fixed m F m the set0 0 0
of ¤ectors
em x n ¤ g L L , x n g P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .m0 0 D
Ž .is a basis of L L . Moreo¤er, for two choices of m , m F m the corre-0 m 1 2 0
sponding two bases are connected by a diagonal matrix with "1 entries.
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Proof. First we prove that the set of vectors described in Theorem 3 is
Ž .a spanning set: Let j - 0. Then 3.13 can be written as
x j x j q x p x q s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa a a a˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
pqqs2 j
< <pyq )1
2 x j y 1 x j q x p x q s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa a a a˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
pqqs2 jy1
< <pyq )1
< < Ž . Ž .Let i F j - 0, i y j F 1. The adjoint action of g on x i x j gener-0 a a˜ ˜
ates a finite dimensional irreducible g -module with the highest weight0
2a . It is clear that for each leading term˜
x t g l t U g x i x jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 a a˜ ˜
there exists a relation of the form
x t q a X x t X s 0 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t
X
t %t
ŽXfor some a g C. The above sum is infinite, but there is only finitelyt
X Ž X. Ž X. .many t such that x t ¤ / 0, and all such x t are in P . Now assume0 y
Ž . Ž .that x n does not satisfy the difference condition D, i.e., that x n s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x k x t for some x k g P and x t g D. Then by Lemma 4.2y
Ž . Ž X. Ž . Ž X. Ž X. Ž . Ž X.x t $ x t implies x n $ x n for x n s x k x t and the relation
Ž . Ž .5.1 implies that the vector x n ¤ can be expressed as a linear combina-0
Ž X. Ž . Ž X.tion of vectors x n ¤ , x n $ x n . Hence the spanning result follows by0
Ž .induction cf. Lemma 4.1 .
The linear independence will be proved in Section 10; see Remark 10.1.
6. THE CASE A , l G 1l
Ž .Let g be of the type A , l G 1. The root system R of g , h will bel
identified with R ; R lq1. We choose the lexicographical order U on
R lq1. We have
R s " « y « N 1 F i - j F l q 1 ,Ž . 4i j
a s « y « , a s « y « , . . . , a s « y « ,1 1 2 2 2 3 l l lq1
a s « y « s a q a q ??? qa .˜ 1 lq1 1 2 l
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From the last expression we see that there are l possible choices for v :
 4 Ž . Ž .Fix r g 1, . . . , l and set q s l q 1 y r, v a s 1, v a s 0 for j gr j
 4  41, . . . , l _ r . Then
1
v s q « q ??? q« y r « q ??? q« ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r rq1 rqql q 1
G s « y « N 1 F i F r , r q 1 F j F r q q , 4i j 6.1Ž .
a ks dv for d s l q 1.Ý
agG
w x X YThe root system of l s g , g is R s R j R , where0 0 0 0
RX s " « y « N 1 F i - j F r with a basis a , . . . , a ,Ž . 4i j 1 ry1
RY s " « y « N r q 1 F i - j F r q qŽ . 4i j
with a basis a , . . . , a .rq1 rqqy1
X Y ŽThe Lie algebra l s l = l is of the type A = A where A0 ry1 qy1 0
.denotes 0 and g is spanned by root vectors X of weight « y « ,1 i j i lq2yj
i s 1, . . . , r, j s 1, . . . , q. We shall also write ij instead of X or its weight.i j
With this notation we have
X Y X  4 Y  4G ( G = G , G s 1, . . . , r , G s 1, . . . , q .
The subalgebra g is a g -module with a highest weight vector 11. Notice1 0
that for x g g there exists either a pair i, iX, i / iX, or a pair j, jX, j / jX,a 0
such that x acts nontrivially only ona
either C ip “ C iX p p g GY or C sj “ C sjX s g GX . 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
2Ž . Ž .Ž .The elements X X g S g are denoted as ij km and for an ele-i j k m 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ment of the form l i j k m q l i j k m q ??? , l , l , . . . g C _1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
 40 , we denote it simply as
i j k m q i j k m q ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Similar notation will be used in all other cases as well.
Ž .Ž . 2Ž .The element 11 11 g S g generates a g -module V with the high-1 0
Ž .est weight 2a . From 6.2 we see that V contains a linearly independent˜
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set of vectors of the form
ij kj ,Ž . Ž .
ij im ,Ž . Ž . 6.3Ž .
ij km q im kj , i / k , j / m ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
X Y r q 1 q q 1Ž .Ž .where i, k g G , j, m g G . Since dim V s , this set of vectors is2 2
a basis of V. Similar arguments will be used in all other cases as well.
Ž . Ž . 2Ž . Ž .The case when V is generated by x n x n g S g for fixed n - 0˜a a 1˜ ˜
Ž .Ž . Ž .is similar, except that we should write ij n instead of ij .
Ž . Ž .The case when V is generated by x n y 1 x n is slightly different ina a˜ ˜
Ž .Ž .a sense that instead of one term ij km we may have two different terms
ij n y 1 km n q ij n km n y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The same observation should be made for all other cases as well.
We have chosen the lexicographical order U on R lq1. So we have the
order U on G:
11 % 12 % ??? % 1q % 21 % 22 % ??? % 2 q % ??? % r1 % ??? % rq.
6.4Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then we see from 6.3 and 6.4 that the set D of leading terms is
??? kj im kj
??? ij, i F k, ij, j F m, im, i - k, j - m,
??? ij ij ij
??? kj, i F k, im, j F m, km, i - k, j - m,
where i, k g GX, j, m g GY.
From now on we assume l G 2.
X Y Ž Ž ..For a s i j and b s i j , i , i g G , j , j g G , set cf. 4.16a a b b a b a b
EX i , i s u i y i , EY j , j s u j y j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a b b a a b b a
Ž ..Then by ED we have
E a , b s EX i , i q EY j , j . 6.5Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .D a b a b
From the above formula it is easy to see that Lemma 4.7 holds.
Notice that l s lX = lY acts on a basis of g parameterized by G (0 1
G
X = GY : lX acts on indices of GX, lY acts on indices of GY. Both GX and GY
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X˜ Y˜are perfect crystals of level 1 for l and l respectively:
1 2 ry2 ry1 096 6 6 6 6
G9: 1 2 ??? r y 1 r 1 ,
ly1 rq2 rq1 00l 6 6 6 6 6qG0: 1 2 ??? q y 1 1 .
ŽHere we should identify vertices denoted by the same symbol i.e., by 1 in
. Xthis case : this means that in the case of G vertices r and 1 are connected
with a 0X-arrow, and 1 and 2 are connected with a 1-arrow. Boxed vertices
Ž . ² :Ž X . ² :Ž Y .in this case all of them correspond to orbits s L and s L . The0 0
same notation is used in other cases as well.
XŽ . XŽ . YŽ .Theorem 4.9 holds since H i m k s E k, i and H j m m s
YŽ . X Y w xE m, j are energy functions of G and G given in DJKMO1]3 and
w x Ž w x.JMMO compare also with KKM .
Ž Ž .. ŽWe also see cf. 4.17 that the periods of the ground state paths are cf.
w 2 x.DJKMO1]3, JMMO, KMN 2
rr y 1 . . . 21 for p X , qq y 1 . . . 21 for p Y .L L0 0
Let s s pq and denote by p X = p Y a path in G with a period b ??? b ofL L 1 s0 0
length s of the form
ss s y 1 s y 1 s y 2 s y 2 ??? 11 , 6.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
X Ywhere n ’ n mod r, 1 F n F r, n ’ n mod q, 1 F n F q. Then p = pL L0 0˜ X YŽ . Ž .is the ground state path of the l -module L L m L L .0 0 0
A Proof of Lemma 4.11. Let b q ??? qb s aX q aY, where aX g1 s
 4 Y  4 Ž .span « , . . . , « and a g span « , . . . , « . Since ij corresponds to1 r rq1 rq2
« y « , the index i contributes « to aX and the index j contributesi lq2yj i
y« to aY. Since i appears q times, and j appears r times in thelq2yj
Ž . X Y Ž .period b , . . . , b , we have that a q a s l q 1 v s Ý a . Hence1 s a g G
Ž .the statement ii of Lemma 4.11 holds.
Ž .In order to prove the statement iii of Lemma 4.11 first notice that
5 5 2 5Ž . 5 2 2 2 Ž .b q ??? qb s l q 1 v s q r q r q. On the other side by 4.51 s
Ž .and 6.5
sy1
Ž .s
X Yy part p = p s ys q s q ku i y iŽ . Ž .ÝD L L b b0 0 kq1 kž /
ks1
sy1
q s q ku j y j .Ž .Ý b bkq 1 kž /
ks1
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ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . Ž .Since u r y 1 y r su r y 2 y r y 1 s???su 1 y 2 s0, u r y 1
1Ž Ž . . Ž .s 1, the second summand is r q q q y 1 q ??? q1 s rq q q 1 . Simi-2
1 Ž . Ž .larly, the third summand is qr r q 1 . Since s s qr, the statement iii2
holds for et s « e. For general t G 0 the proof is similar.0
Ž .To prove the statement iv of Lemma 4.11 start with the vector
e e ??? e e ¤ ,b b b b 0s sy1 2 1
Ž . Ž .replace e ¤ with x y1 ¤ by using the vertex operator formula 3.10b 0 b 01 1y1 Ž . Ž .for coefficients of z and then commute x y1 to the left by using 3.5 .b1
Ž .We get a vector up to a sign
x j e e ??? e ¤Ž .b 1 b b b 01 s sy1 2
for some j . We repeat this procedure and in the k th step we get a vector1
x j ??? x j e e ??? e ¤ .Ž . Ž .b 1 b k b b b 01 k s sy1 kq1
Ž Ž .. ² :Notice that by 3.5 j s y1 y b , b q ??? qb . Hence wek k s kq1
² : ² :have j y j s y b , b q ??? qb q b , b q ??? qb . Eachk kq1 k s kq1 kq1 s kq2
a g G is of the form « y « and a scalar product of a and b in Gi lq1yja a
has two contributions; one arising from the product of first components
« , « , the other from the product of second components « , « .i i lq1yj lq1yja b a b
So let us consider first components of the sequence b b ???s sy1
b b b :kq2 kq1 k
i i ??? i i i s 12 ??? r12 ??? r ??? i i .Ž . Ž .b b b b b b bs sy1 kq2 kq1 k kq1 k
If both i and i are in a sequence 12 ??? r, then the products withb bkq 1 k
the first component of b q ??? qb are equal and the contributions kq2
XŽ .to the difference j y j is 0. Note that in this case E i , i sk kq1 b bk kq1
Ž .u i y i s 0 since i - i .b b b bkq 1 k kq1 k
The other possibility is that i is at the end of a sequence 12 ??? r andbkq 1
that i is at the beginning of another one, i.e., i s r, i s 1. Then theb b bk kq1 k
products with the first component of b q ??? qb differ by one and thes kq2
contribution to the difference j y j is y1 Note that in this casek kq1
XŽ . Ž .E i ,i s u i y i s 1 since i ) i .b b b b b bk kq1 kq1 k kq1 k
A similar argument applies to second components j and j . Henceb bkq 1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .in the Young diagram of x n s x j ??? x j the number of boxes yjb 1 b s k1 s
Ž . Ž .and yj of parts x j and x j differ by the energy functionkq1 b k b kq1k kq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E b , b . Now by 4.4 we have that x n s part b ??? b and theD k kq1 D 1 s
Ž .statement iv of Lemma 4.11 holds.
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For example, if r s 2 and q s 3 the period of the ground state path is
23 12 21 13 22 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž s.X Yand we have that part p = p isD L L0 0
???
11
23
12
6.7Ž .21
13
22
11 .
Ž . Ž .The above argument describes precisely x n s part b ??? b andD 1 s
we see that the coloring of the given shape is the largest possible. The
Žobvious modification of the proof of Proposition 4.10 given for the case
. X Ywhen l is simple shows that p = p is the vacuum path p .0 L L D0 0
Remark 1. Let l G 2 and r s l . Then the Lie algebra l is simple of0
 4  4 Ž .the type A and G ( 1, . . . , l = 1 . In this case the formula 6.5 forly1
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.energy function reduces to E i1, j1 s 1 q u j y i cf. DJKMO1, P .D
 4  4  4If l s 1, then l s 0 and G s 11 ( 1 = 1 . In this case formula0
Ž . Ž .6.5 reduces to E 11, 11 s 2, and our partitions P are colored withD D
Žonly one color and satisfy a difference 2 condition in the usual sense cf.
w x.P . Also note that in this case we did not define a notion of G being a
Ž w x.crystal cf. KKM, Example 2.6 .
Remark 2. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11,
Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
7. THE CASE B , l G 3l
Ž .Let g be of the type B , l G 3. The root system R of g , h will bel
identified with R ; R l. We choose the lexicographical order U on R l.
We have
R s "« N 1 F i F l j "« " « N 1 F i - j F l , 4  4i i j
a s « y « , a s « y « , . . . , a s « y « , a s « ,1 1 2 2 2 3 ly1 ly1 l l l
a s « q « s a q 2a q 2a q ??? q2a .˜ 1 2 1 2 3 l
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From the last expression we see that there is only one choice for v :
Ž . Ž .v a s 1, v a s 0 for i s 2, . . . , l . Then1 i
v s « ,1
 4G s « j « " « N 2 F j F l , 41 1 j 7.1Ž .
a ks dv for d s 2 l .Ý
agG
w xThe root system of l s g , g is0 0 0
R s "« N 2 F i F l j "« " « N 2 F i - j F l 4  40 i i j
with a basis a , . . . , a .2 l
The Lie algebra l is of the type B and g is spanned by root vectors0 ly1 1
X of weight « q « , X of weight « y « , i s 2, . . . , l , and X of weighti 1 i i 1 i 0
« . We shall also write i, i, 0 instead of X , X , X or their weights1 i i 0
Ž .respectively . Write i s i, 0 s 0. With this notation we have
G s 2, . . . , l , 0, l , . . . , 2 . 4
The subalgebra g is a g -module with a highest weight vector 2. Note1 0
that for x g g there exist a pair a, b, a / b, b such that x actsa 0 a
nontrivially only on
Ca “ Cb , Cb “ Ca. 7.2Ž .
2Ž .The elements X X g S g are denoted as ab, and we shall use thea b 1
2Ž .corresponding notation as before. The element 22 g S g generates a1
Ž .g -module V with the highest weight 2a . From 7.2 we see that V has a˜0
basis of the form
ab, a / b , a, b g 2, . . . , l , 0, l , . . . , 2 , 4
00 q 22, l l q 22, . . . , 44 q 22, 33 q 22. 7.3Ž .
Ž .Ž .Altogether 2 l q 1 l y 1 vectors. Notice that we may replace l y 1
Ž .vectors ii q 22 in 7.3 with
l l q 00, l y 1 l y 1 q 00, . . . , 33 q 00, 22 q 00.
We have chosen the lexicographical order U on R l. So we have the
order U on G:
2 % 3 % ??? % l % 0 % l % l y 1 % ??? % 2. 7.4Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Then we see from 7.3 and 7.4 that the set D of leading terms is
??? a
Ž . Ž .??? b , a U b , a , b / 2, 2 ,
??? a
Ž . Ž .??? b , a # b , a , b / 0, 0 .
Ž Ž ..Then by ED we have
¡0 a , b s 2, 2 ,Ž . Ž .
~1 a $ b , a , b / 2, 2 or a , b s 0, 0 ,E a , b s 7.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .D ¢2 a # b , a , b / 0, 0 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .From 7.5 it is easy to see that Lemma 4.7 holds.
˜G is a perfect crystal for l of level 1:0
2 3 ly1 ly1 3 2l l6 6 6 6 6 6 6 62 3 ??? l 0 l ??? 3 2
6
6
0 0
2 3
² :Ž X .where the boxed elements correspond to the orbit s L . We also see0
Ž Ž .. Ž wXcf. 4.17 that the period of the ground state path p is cf. DJKMO3,L 02 x.KMN 2
22. 7.6Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..By a direct calculation cf. 4.13 ] 4.15 we see that Theorem 4.9 holds,
Ž . Ž .i.e., that the energy function given by 7.5 is an energy function H b m a
Ž w x.of G cf. DJKMO3 .
We have that part p XŽ s. isD L 0
???
2
2
7.7Ž .2
2
2 .
It is easy to see that for the given shape this is the largest possible
Ž .coloring; hence Proposition 4.10 holds. It is also easy to check that for 7.7
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Ž . Ž . Ž  4.Lemma 4.11 i ] iii holds and for some « g "1
e s « e l , e s e e . 7.8Ž .0 0 « q« « y«1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .The statement iv follows from the vertex operator formula 3.10 for
y1 Ž .coefficients of z and formula 3.5 applied consecutively for e and« y«1 2
e .« q«1 2
Remark 1. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11,
Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
8. THE CASE C , l G 2l
Ž .Let g be of the type C , l G 2. The root system R of g , h will bel
identified with R ; R l. We choose the lexicographical order U on R l.
We have
R s "2« N 1 F i F l j "« " « N 1 F i - j F l , 4  4i i j
a s « y « , a s « y « , . . . , a s « y « , a s 2« ,1 1 2 2 2 3 ly1 ly1 l l l
a s 2« s 2a q 2a q ??? q2a q a .˜ 1 1 2 ly1 l
From the last expression we see that there is only one choice for v :
Ž . Ž .v a s 1, v a s 0 for i s 1, . . . , l y 1. Recall that v g h and that wel i
U 1² : Ž . Ž .identify h ( h via the form , s , , where , is the usual scalar2
Ž .product with « , « s d . Theni j i j
v s « q ??? q« ,1 l
G s « q « N 1 F i F j F l , 4i j 8.1Ž .
a ks dv for d s 2 l .Ý
agG
w xThe root system of l s g , g is0 0 0
R s « y « N i / j, 1 F i , j F l with a basis a , . . . , a . 40 i j 1 ly1
The Lie algebra l is of the type A and g is spanned by root vectors0 ly1 1
X of weight « q « . We shall also write ij instead of X . Notice thati j i j i j
ij s ji. With this notation we have
 4G s ij N 1 F i F j F l .
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The subalgebra g is a g -module with a highest weight vector 11. Notice1 0
that for a s « y « the element x g g acts nontrivially only onj i a 0
C ri “ C rj, 1 F r F l . 8.2Ž .
2Ž . Ž .Ž .The elements X X g S g are denoted as ij rs , and we shall use thei j r s 1
Ž .Ž . 2Ž .corresponding notation as before. The element x x s 11 11 g S ga a 1˜ ˜
generates a g -module V with the highest weight 2a . Each weight sub-˜0
Ž .space of V is one-dimensional and from 8.2 we see that V has a basis of
the form
ii ii ,Ž . Ž .
ii ij ,Ž . Ž .
ii jj q ij ij ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 8.3Ž .
ii jk q ij ik ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
im jk q jm ik q ij km ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4where i, j, k, m g 1, . . . , l are taken to be mutually different}al-
l q 3Ž .together vectors.4
We have chosen the lexicographical order U on R l. So for ij, km g G,
i F j, k F m, we have ij U km if and only if i ) k or i s k, j G m, that is,
11 % 12 % ??? % 1 l % 22 % ??? % 2 l % ??? % l l . 8.4Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then we see from 8.3 and 8.4 that the set D of leading terms is
??? ii ij jj ij ik jj jk jk
??? ii; ii, ij; ij; ij, ik, ik; im,
??? ii ii ij ii ii ij ij ij
??? ii; ij, jj; jj; jk, jk, kk; km,
 4where i, j, k, m g 1, . . . , l and i - j or i - j - k or i - j - k - m for
corresponding colorings.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Then by ED for a s « q « , b s « q « we have cf. 4.16i i j j1 2 1 2
2
E a , b s min u j y i 8.5Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝD p s Ž p.
s ps1
Ž  4. Ž .s is a permutation of 1, 2 . From 8.5 is easy to see that Lemma 4.7
holds.
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˜G is a perfect crystal for l of level 2:0
11
6
1
1 612 22
6 6
2 2
1 26 613 23 33
6 6 6
3 3 3
. . .. . .. . .
6 6 6
ly2 ly2 ly2
1 2 3 ly26 6 6 61 l y 1 2 l y 1 3 l y 1 ??? l y 1 l y 1
6 6 6 6
ly1 ly1 ly1 ly1
1 2 3 ly2 ly16 6 6 6 61 l 2 l 3 l ??? l y 1 l l l
6 6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0 0
11 12 13 1 l y 1 1 l
² :Ž X .where the boxed elements correspond to the orbit s 2L . We also see0
Ž Ž .. Ž wXcf. 4.17 that the period of the ground state path p is cf. DJKMO2,2L 02 x.JMMO, KMN 2
l l l y 1 l y 1 ??? 33 22 11 . 8.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Theorem 4.9 holds since the energy function given by 8.5 is an energy
Ž . w xfunction H b m a of G given in DJKMO2, JMMO .
Remark 1. Let 2 be a restriction on G of a total order 2 on R such
} }
that a 2 0 for all simple roots and that a 2 b implies a q g 2 b q gi } } }
for all roots g . Note that an example of such an order is # . Also note
that 2 is an extension of the partial order a “ b on G defined by arrows
}i
a “ b for i ) 0 in the crystal G.
ŽWe want to make the following point which holds for other cases as
. Ž .well : if we were to define the set of leading terms D ; S g by using in our˜1
definitions the order 2 instead of # , we would still get the same set D
}
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .described abo¤e. To see that, first notice that elements ii , jk , ij , ik g
G, i F j F k, are comparable with respect to “ , so the leading terms of
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .vectors described by ii jk q ij ik will be the same for both 2 and
}
Ž .# . This holds for the first four vectors listed in 8.3 . In the case of vectors
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .im , jk , jm , ik , ij , km g G, i - j - k - m, all except im , jk are
Ž . Ž .mutually comparable with respect to “ . So it can happen that im 1 jk
}
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and im # jk , but, regardless of that, the vector X r y 1 X r willi j k m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .be smaller than X r y 1 X r , X r y 1 X r , X r y 1 X r ,k m i j im jk jk im
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X ry1 X r , and X ry1 X r for both orders; that is, X ry1jm ik ik jm i j
Ž .X r is the leading term for both orders. Likewise, the vectork m
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..X r X r or, if needed, written as X r X r will be smaller thanjk im im jk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X r X r and X r X r for both orders.k m i j jm ik
In a way, the above statement is related to the fact that no order on G is
Ž .needed to define D ; S g l n :˜ ˜1 y
D s x j x j N H a m b G 1, H b m a G 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4a b
j x j y 1 x j N H b m a s 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4a b
Ž .The above formula is clear since E a , b s 0 implies a U b andD
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x j x j f D. As an example note that E 24, 13 s 0, E 13, 24 s 1.a b D D
We have that part p XŽ s. isD 2L 0
???
22
11
l l
l y 1 l y 1 8.7Ž .
???
???
22
11 .
It is easy to see that for the given shape this is the largest possible
Ž .coloring; hence Proposition 4.10 holds. It is also easy to check that for 8.7
Ž . Ž . Ž  4.Lemma 4.11 i ] iii holds and for some « g "1
e s « e l , e s e e ??? e . 8.8Ž .0 0 2 « 2 « 2 «1 2 l
Ž . Ž .The statement iv follows from the vertex operator formula 3.10 for
y1 Ž .coefficients of z and formula 3.5 applied consecutively for each e .b i
Remark 2. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11,
Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
9. THE CASE D , l G 4l
Ž .Let g be of the type D , l G 4. The root system R of g , h will bel
identified with R ; R l. We choose the lexicographical order U on R l.
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We have
R s "« " « N 1 F i - j F l , 4i j
a s « y « , a s « y « , . . . , a s « y « ,1 1 2 2 2 3 ly1 ly1 l
a s « q « ,l ly1 l
a s « q « s a q 2a q ??? q2a q a q a .˜ 1 2 1 2 ly2 ly1 l
From the last expression we see that there are three possible choices for
v ; those corresponding to a and a are connected by an outerly1 l
automorphism. So we shall distinguish only two cases:
Ž . Ž .Case 1. v a s 1, v a s 0 for i s 2, . . . , l . We have1 i
v s « ,1
G s « " « N 2 F j F l , 41 j 9.1Ž .1
a ks dv for d s 2 l y 1 .Ž .Ý
agG
w xThe root system of l s g , g is0 0 0
R s "« " « N 2 F i - j F l with a basis a , . . . , a . 40 i j 2 l
The Lie algebra l is of the type D for l G 5 and A for l s 4, and g0 ly1 3 1
is spanned by root vectors X of weight « q « and X of weight « y « ,i 1 i i 1 i
Ž .i s 2, . . . , l . We shall also write i, i instead of X , X respectively . Writei i
i s i. With this notation we have
G s 2, . . . , l , l , . . . , 2 . 4
The subalgebra g is a g -module with a highest weight vector 2. Notice1 0
that for x g g there exists a pair a, b, a / b, b, such that x actsa 0 a
nontrivially on
Ca “ Cb , Cb “ Ca. 9.2Ž .1
2Ž .The elements X X g S g are denoted as ab, and we shall use thea b 1
2Ž .corresponding notation as before. The element 22 g S g generates a1
Ž .g -module V with the highest weight 2a . From 9.2 we see that V has a˜0 1
basis of the form
ab, a / b , a, b g 2, . . . , l , l , . . . , 2 , 4
l l q 22, l y 1 l y 1 q 22, . . . , 33 q 22, 9.3Ž .1
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Ž .altogether 2 l y 3 l vectors. Notice that we may replace l y 2 vectors
Ž .ii q 22 in 9.3 with1
l y 1 l y 1 q l l , l y 2 l y 2 q l l , . . . , 33 q l l , 22 y l l .
We have chosen the lexicographical order U on R l. So we have the
order U on G:
2 % 3 % ??? % l % l % l y 1 % ??? % 2. 9.4Ž .1
Ž . Ž .Then we see from 9.3 and 9.4 that the set D of leading terms is1 1
??? a
Ž . Ž .??? b , a U b , a , b / 2, 2 ,
??? a
Ž . Ž .??? b , a # b , a , b / l , l .
Ž Ž ..Then by ED we have
¡0 a , b s 2, 2 ,Ž . Ž .
~1 a $ b , a , b / 2, 2 or a , b s l , l ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .E a , b s 9.5Ž . Ž .D 1¢2 a # b , a , b / l , l .Ž . Ž .
Ž .From 9.5 it is easy to see that Lemma 4.7 holds.1
˜G is a perfect crystal for l of level 1:0
2 3 ly2 ly16 6 6 62 3 ??? l y 1 l 2 3
6 6
6 6
0 0l l
ly1 ly2 3 26 6 6 6l l y 1 ??? 3 2
² :Ž X . Žwhere boxed elements correspond to the orbit s L . We also see cf.0
Ž .. Ž wX4.17 that the period of the ground state path p is cf. DJKMO3,L 02 x.KMN 2
22. 9.6Ž .1
Ž Ž . Ž ..By a direct calculation cf. 4.13 ] 4.15 we see that Theorem 4.9 holds,
Ž . Ž .i.e., that the energy function given by 9.5 is an energy function H b m a1
Ž w x.of G cf. DJKMO3 .
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We have that part p XŽ s. isD L 0
???
2
2
9.7Ž .12
2
2 .
It is easy to see that for the given shape this is the largest possible
coloring; hence Proposition 4.10 holds. It is also easy to check that for
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  4.9.7 Lemma 4.11 i ] iii holds and for some « g "11
e s « e ly1 , e s e e . 9.8Ž .0 0 « q« « y« 11 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .The statement iv follows from the vertex operator formula 3.10 for
y1 Ž .coefficients of z and formula 3.5 applied consecutively for e and« y«1 2
e .« q«1 2
Remark 1. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11,
Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
Ž . Ž .Case 2. v a s 1, v a s 0 for i s 1, . . . , l y 1. We havel i
1
v s « q ??? q« ,Ž .1 l2
G s « q « N 1 F i - j F l , 4i j 9.1Ž .2
a ks dv for d s 2 l y 1 .Ž .Ý
agG
w xThe root system of l s g , g is0 0 0
R s « y « N i / j, 1 F i , j F l with a basis a , . . . , a . 40 i j 1 ly1
The Lie algebra l is of the type A and g is spanned by root vectors0 ly1 1
X of weight « q « , i / j, 1 F i, j F l . We shall also write ij instead ofi j i j
X or its weight. Notice that ij s ji. With this notation we havei j
 4G s ij N 1 F i - j F l .
The subalgebra g is a g -module with a highest weight vector 12. Notice1 0
that for a s « y « the element x g g acts nontriviallyi j a 0
Ckj “ Cki 9.2Ž .2
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2Ž . Ž .Ž .only for k / i, j. The elements X X g S g are denoted as ij km ,i j k m 1
and we shall use the corresponding notation as before. The element
Ž .Ž . 2Ž .12 12 g S g generates a g -module V with the highest weight 2a .˜1 0
Ž .From 9.2 we see that V has a basis of the form2
ij ij ,Ž . Ž .
ij ik ,Ž . Ž .
and two of the following three vectors
9.3Ž .2ij km q ik jm ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ij km q im jk ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ik jm q im jk ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4where i, j, k, m g 1, . . . , l are taken to be mutually different. Altogether
1 2 2Ž .l l y 1 vectors.12
l Ž . Ž .We have chosen the lexicographical order U on R . So for ij , km g
G, i - j, k - m we have ij U km if and only if i ) k or i s k, j G m, that
is,
12 % 13 % ??? % 1 l % 23 % 24 % ??? % 2 l % ??? % l y 1 l . 9.4Ž .2
Ž . Ž .Then we see from 9.3 and 9.4 that the set D of leading terms is2 2
??? ij ik jk jk jk jm
??? ij; ij, ij, ik; im, ik,
??? ij ij ij ik ij ik
??? ij; ik, jk, jk; km, jm,
 4where i, j, k, m g 1, . . . , l and i - j or i - j - k or i - j - k - m for
corresponding colorings.
Ž Ž ..Then by ED for a s « q « , b s « q « we havei i j j1 2 1 2
2
E a , b s max u j y i 9.5Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝD p s Ž p. 2
s ps1
Ž  4. Ž .s is a permutation of 1, 2 . From 9.5 it is easy to see that Lemma 4.72
holds.
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˜G is a perfect crystal for l of level 1:0
12
6
2
1 613 23
6 6
3 3
1 26 614 24 34
6 6 6
4 4 4
. . .. . .. . .
6 6 6
ly2 ly2 ly2
1 2 3 ly36 6 6 61 l y 1 2 l y 1 3 l y 1 ??? l y 2 l y 1
6 6 6 6
ly1 ly1 ly1 ly1
1 2 3 ly3 ly26 6 6 6 62 l 3 l ??? l y 2 l l y 1 l1 l
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0
12 13 1 l y 2 1 l y 1
² :Ž X .where the boxed elements correspond to the orbit s L . We also see0
Ž Ž .. Ž w 2 x.Xcf. 4.17 that the period of the ground state path p is cf. KMN 2L 0
l y 1 l l y 3 l y 2 ??? 34 12 if l is even,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
l y 1 l l y 3 l y 2 ??? 23 1 l l y 2 l y 1 ??? 34 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
if l is odd.
9.6Ž .2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..By a lengthy direct calculation cf. 4.13 ] 4.15 we see that Theorem
Ž .4.9 holds, i.e., that the energy function given by 9.5 is an energy function2
Ž .of G. We omit the proof; let us only make a few comments. 1 It is easy to
see that the statement holds for l s 4, i.e., when G s G s4
 4 Ž .12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34 . 2 For l ) 4 consider first a subset A ; G of the
 4form A s ij, ik, im, jk, jm, km for i - j - k - m adjacent, that is j s
Ž . Ži q 1, k s i q 2, m s i q 3. Then the oriented colored graphs without
.0-arrows G m G and A m A ; G m G are isomorphic, and the values of4 4
Ž Ž .. Ž .H on connected components of A m A are the same by 4.13 . 3 Next
consider a subset A ; G when i - j - k - m are not adjacent, say for
example i - jX - j - k - m. Then we can ‘‘move’’ j ‹ jX and obtain a
bijection A m A “ AX m AX ; G m G for AX defined by i - jX - k - m. It
is clear from the description of the set D that under this ‘‘move’’ the
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Ž Ž . Ž X X..energy function E does not change i.e., E a , b s E a , b , andD D D
one should show in steps j ‹ j y 1 ‹ ??? ‹ jX that H does not change
either. This procedure allows one to relate the ‘‘nonadjacent case’’ to the
Ž . Ž .‘‘adjacent case’’ and prove in general that E a , b s H b m a .D
We have that part p XŽ s. isD L 0
??? ???
12 12
l y 1 l l y 1 l
??? ???
??? ???
12 23
l y 1 l 1 l
l y 3 l y 2 l y 2 l y 1
??? ???
??? ???
34 34
12 12
l even, l odd.
Ž .9.72
It is easy to see that for the given shape these are the largest possible
colorings; hence Proposition 4.10 holds. It is also easy to check that for
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  4.9.7 Lemma 4.11 i ] iii holds and for some « g "12
e s « e ly1 , e s e e ??? e if l is even,0 0 « q« « q« « q«1 2 3 4 ly1 l
e s « eŽ ly1 .r2 , e s e ??? e e e ??? e0 0 « q« « q« « q« « q« « q«1 2 ly2 ly1 l 1 2 3 ly1 l
if l is odd.
9.8Ž .2
Ž . Ž .The statement iv follows from the vertex operator formula 3.10 for
y1 Ž .coefficients of z and formula 3.5 applied consecutively for each e .b i
Remark 2. We have seen that in this case Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11,
Theorem 4.9, and Proposition 4.10 hold.
10. A PROOF OF LINEAR INDEPENDENCE
Ž k.Let v g P R be the minuscule weight which defines the Z-grading
Ž .g s g q g q g . Let V ; L L be the eigenspace of v for they1 0 1 j 0
eigenvalue j. Then we have
L L s V .Ž . [0 j
jgZ
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Since the action of v commutes with the action of g , each V is a˜0 j
Ž .g -module. Notice that roots of g , h together with a span the root˜ ˜0 0
Ž . Ž .lattice Q R . Hence each weight subspace L L is contained in some V .0 m j
LEMMA 1. Each V , j g Z, is an irreducible g -module.˜j 0
Proof. First notice that e :V “ V . Let W ; V be an g -invariant˜a j jq1 j j 0˜
subspace. Then for r g Z set W s er W ; V . Since e normalizes g ,˜jqr a j jqr a 0˜ ˜
each W ; V , i g Z, is a g -invariant subspace, and W s [ W is˜i i 0 iig Z
² :invariant for the set of operators e j g . By the vertex operator˜a 0˜
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4formula 3.10 the subspace W is invariant for g j x i , x i N i g Z .˜0 a ya˜ ˜
Since this set generates g , the subspace W is g-invariant. Hence W s˜ ˜
Ž .L L and W s V for all i g Z, in particular for i s j, and the lemma0 i i
follows.
Now recall that g s Cv if rank g s 1 and g s l q Cv if rank g G 2,0 0 0
w x X Ywhere l s g , g is either simple or a product l = l of two simple Lie0 0 0
˜algebras. So we have that g is either s q Cd or l q s q Cd. Notice˜0 v 0 v
˜ Xˆ Yˆ X Yw x w xthat s , l s 0 and that l , l s 0 in the case when l s l = l . Thev 0 0
Ž w x.Kac complete reducibility theorem see K for affine Lie algebras and
Ž w x.Lepowsky and Wilson’s Stone theorem see LW for Heisenberg Lie
algebras imply the following:
Ž . Ž X.LEMMA 2. i In the case when l is simple we ha¤e V ( L L m0 j
X ˜w x Ž .C x , x , . . . , where L L is an irreducible l -module with a highesty1 y2 0
X w xweight L and C x , x , . . . is an irreducible highest weight s -module.y1 y2 v
Ž . X Y Ž X. Ž Y .ii In the case when l s l = l we ha¤e V ( L L m L L m0 j
X˜ X Y˜w x Ž .C x , x , . . . for some irreducible l -module L L and irreducible l -y1 y2
Ž Y . X Y w xmodule L L with highest weights L and L respecti¤ely, and C x , x , . . .y1 y2
is an irreducible highest weight s -module.v
In particular, Lemma 2 implies that the character of irreducible g -mod-˜0
ule V is a product of characters of the corresponding representations ofj
affine and Heisenberg Lie algebras.
w x kSince the Weyl group of g , g fixes the element Ý b , this0 0 b g G
element must be proportional to v, say
b ks dv . 10.1Ž .Ý
bgG
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .Then d is a natural number cf. 6.1 ] 9.1 and 3.5 and Lemma 4.11 i2
imply
dex j s y1 x j y d e 10.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g g
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Ž Ž . Ž ..for j g Z, g g G. We also have by 10.1 and 3.5 that e commutes with
Ž Ž ..the action of g . The map cf. 3.30
e : V “ V 2 10.3Ž .j jqd 5 v 5
is a g -module isomorphism. In particular er¤ g er V is a highest weight˜0 0 0
Ž .vector for g . Let b , . . . , b be the shortest period of the ground state˜0 1 s
Ž .Xpath p s p see Proposition 4.10 and setL D
e s e ??? e .0 b bs 1
p  4By Lemma 4.11 we have e s « e for some « g "1 and p G 1. More-0
over, part Ž t s.¤ s "et ¤ is a highest weight vector for g for all t G 1. We˜D 0 0 0 0
shall call
x n s part pŽ p s.Ž .0 D D
the vacuum partition since we have
¤ s ey1e¤ s « ey1 x n ¤ 10.4Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for some « g "1 . For x n s x i ??? x i and q G 0 or q g Z setb 1 b r1 r
Ž Ž ..cf. 10.2
Ž . dqrq q yqx n s y1 e x n e s x i y qd ??? x i y qd . 10.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b 1 b r1 r
Ž . Ž .Then 10.4 and 10.5 imply
Ž .1m y1qme x n ¤ s "e x n x n ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .2 1y2qms "e x n x n x n ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
???
Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž .Case by case inspection shows that x n gP if and only if x n x n gD 0
m Ž .P . Hence we may identify vector ¤ s e x n ¤ with the sequence ofD 0
vectors
Ž . Ž .q qy1yqqm¤ s e x n x n ??? x n ¤ ; q G 1 . 10.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /0 0 0
The sequence
Ž .qy1Žn. yqqn¤ s e x n ??? x n ¤ ; q G 1 10.7Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /0 0 0 0
represents the highest weight vector ¤ Žn. s en¤ of g -module enV . For˜0 0 0 0
an h e-weight vector ¤ set
d¤ s deg ¤ ¤ , h¤ s wt ¤ h ¤ , h g h .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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m Ž . n Ž .Then for ¤ s e x n ¤ g e V and q 4 0 we have by Lemma 4.110 0
Ž . Ž .q qy1Žn. Ž r .< <deg ¤ y deg ¤ s x n x n ??? x n y part p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 D D
10.8Ž .
Ž . Ž .q qy1Žn. Ž r .wt ¤ y wt ¤ s wt x n x n ??? x n y wt part p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /0 0 0 D D
10.9Ž .
Ž .Žq. Ž .Žqy1. Ž .where r is the length of x n x n ??? x n . Notice that for fixed0 0
Ž .j g Z the vector ¤ given by 10.6 such that ¤ g V is completely deter-j
mined by the sequence
Ž . Ž .q qy1x n x n ??? x n ¤ ; q G 1 10.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /0 0 0
Ž . Ž .and the degree and the weight of such a vector is given by 10.8 and 10.9
if ¤ g V s enV for some n g Z. In this case we may identify the vectorj 0
m Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ s e x n ¤ with the sequence 10.10 . The same vector up to a sign0
y1qm Ž .Ž1. Ž .¤ s e x n x n ¤ is identified with a sequence obtained from0 0
Ž .10.10 by omitting the first term. So in general we shall identify two
Ž .sequences of the form 10.10 if one of them can be obtained by omitting a
Ž .finite number of terms from the other one. If x n g P , then each termD
Ž .in the sequence 10.10 is in P , so we shall say that the sequence itself isD
in P . Having all this in mind, we can state:D
LEMMA 3. Let n g Z. The set of ¤ectors
Ž . Ž .q qy1 n¤ s x n x n ??? x n ¤ ; q G 0 g e V , ¤ g P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /0 0 0 0 D
10.11Ž .
is a basis of enV .0
Ž .Proof. We have already proved that the set of vectors 10.11 is a
spanning set. So to prove the lemma it is enough to show that the number
Ž . n Ž .of elements ¤ g L L ; e V equals dim L L . For a fixed m, that is,0 m 0 0 m
Ž . <a fixed degree m d and a fixed h-weight m h , there exists s large enough
Ž . Ž .so that for each vector ¤ g L L in the spanning set 10.11 the term of0 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .length s is of the form x n x n ¤ for some x n . Moreover, we may0 0
choose s large enough so that paths parameterizing weight subspaces of
˜ X n nŽ . <l -module L L ; e V with a highest weight vector e ¤ of weight m h0 0 0 0 0
Ž .and of degree greater or equal to m d coincide with the ground state path
Ž .p for all terms after the sth one cf. Theorem 4.8 . By Proposition 4.5D
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the map
P Ž s. “ PathsŽ s. = P Ž s. Z , x n ‹ path x n , D x n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D F 0 D
10.12Ž .
Ž . Ž .is a bijection. Because of Theorem 4.9 formulas 4.18 and 4.19 for
Ž . Ž .degree and h -weight of path coincide with our definitions 4.8 and 4.90
Ž . Ž . Ž .if we take a restriction to h . By using 4.10 we can rewrite 10.8 and0
Ž .10.9 as
Ž . Ž .q qy1Žn.deg ¤ s deg ¤ q path x n x n ??? x nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /0 0 0
Ž . Ž .q qy1q D x n x n ??? x n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /D 0 0
Ž . Ž .q qy1Žn.wt ¤ s wt ¤ q wt path x n x n ??? x n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /ž /0 0 0
Ž .Hence the bijection 10.12 establishes a bijection of all vectors ¤ g
Ž . n Ž .L L ; e V of the form 10.11 and all basis vectors of weight m in0 m 0
X Y w x n X YL L m L L m C x , x , . . . ( e V when l s l = l ,Ž . Ž .0 0 y1 y2 0 0
X w x nL 2L m C x , x , . . . ( e V in the case of type C ,Ž .0 y1 y2 0 l
X w x nL L m C x , x , . . . ( e V for other cases,Ž .0 y1 y2 0
10.13Ž .
Žwhere elements of standard modules are parameterized by paths Theorem
. w x Ž .4.8 and elements of C x , x , . . . by partitions in P Z .y1 y2 F 0
LEMMA 4. Let m and j be fixed and set
S s em x n ¤ g V N x n g P .Ž . Ž . 40 j D
Then S is linearly independent.
Proof. In the case when V s er V we see by Lemma 3 that S is aj 0
subset of a basis, so S is linearly independent. Now let p G 0 be such that
V s er V for some r and letjqp 0
¤ s em x n ¤ g S, i s 1, . . . , t .Ž .i i 0
Ž . Ž p. Ž .We may assume that m F 0. For a fixed x n g P we have by 10.5D
that
Ž .ymm rx n ¤ s « e x n x n ¤ g e VŽ . Ž . Ž .i i 0 0
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 4 Ž . Ž .Žym. Ž .for some « g "1 . Clearly we may choose x n such that x n x n i
Ž .g P for all i s 1, . . . , t. Then by the first part of the argumentD
Ž . Ž .x n ¤ , . . . , x n ¤ are linearly independent vectors, and hence ¤ , . . . , ¤1 t 1 t
are linearly independent.
Remark 1. Clearly Lemma 4 proves the linear independent of the basis
described in Theorem 5.3. The last statement of Theorem 5.3 is the
Ž .already used observation that vectors in the sequence 10.6 coincide up to
a sign.
As a consequence of Theorem 5.3 and the definition of vacuum path we
have:
THEOREM 5. The ¤ector part pŽ j.¤ is a highest weight ¤ector of theD D 0
Ž .g -module V for each j G 0. In particular, the sequence l ; j G 0 of˜0 j j
highest weights of g -modules V determines the ¤acuum path p .˜0 j D
As a consequence of Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Theorem 5, we can write
a character for the basic representation of g in terms of characters for˜
˜standard representations of l . For example, in the case when g is of the˜0
Ž1. Ž j. Ž .type C , the highest weight vectors part p ¤ are given by 8.7 . If wel D D 0
use the usual notation for root systems with AŽ1. ; C Ž1., and denotely1 l
Ž1. Ž X .needed level 2 standard modules for A as L 2L , j s 0, 1, . . . , l y 1,ly1 j
Ž1. Ž .we get for the basic C -module L L a formulal 0
l 1X XyL y2L0 je ch L L s e ch L 2L ?Ž . Ž .Ý0 j yndŁ 1 y eŽ .ng Zjs1
? enŽ2 « 1q ??? q2 « l .qŽ2 « 1q ??? q2 « j.yŽ l n
2q2 jnqj.d ,Ý
ngZ
Ž X . Ž X .where we should read L 2L s L 2L .l 0
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